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Mission

Vision

Values

To be a model aviation regulator.

To promote effective aviation 

safety and security in Fiji and the 

region.

Strive to reflect certain key values 

as the characteristics of the 

people who are the CAAF team 

and equally for the organization 

as a whole by  professionalism, 

accountability, commitment and 

integrity in our conduct.
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The Honourable Aiyaz Sayed-Khaiyum  
Attorney-General and Minister for Economy, Civil Service and Communications 
Level 7, Suvavou House 
Victoria Parade 
Suva 

Dear Honourable Minister 
  

CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF FIJI 2019 ANNUAL REPORT 

On behalf of the Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji, I present to you the 
Annual Report for the reporting year 01 January 2019 to 31 December 2019. 
The report has been prepared in accordance with Section 28 (1) of the 
Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji Act, 1979 (Cap. 174A). 

The report provides a detailed account of the Civil Aviation Authority of 
Fiji’s operational performance and audited accounts for the year ending 
December 2019.   
  

Yours sincerely,  

Nilesh Prasad 
Chairperson 
Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji

Private Mail Bag, NAP 0354, Nadi Airport, Fiji  | Phone: +679 8923155 | +679 6721500 | www.caaf.org.fj

ISO 9001/ 2015 CERTIFIED
CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY OF FIJI
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Year In Review 
•   International Civil Aviation Organization Coordinated Validation Mission (ICVM) on Fiji

•   Grounding of the Boeing 737 Max 

•   Introduction of the Airbus 350 XWB aircraft

•   Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Operations 
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Chairperson's
Message

I was appointed Chair of the Civil Aviation Authority 
of Fiji’s Board in December 2019 taking over from 
Ms. Lailun Khan. The Board and management 
acknowledges her contribution with appreciation. 

The year 2019 was a challenging one with the 
ICAO Coordinated Validation Mission (ICVM) audit 
on Fiji from 27th August to 4th September 2019. 
Whilst the audit itself took two weeks, this was a 
culmination of several years of preparation.

The hard work put in by the Authority for the ICVM 
resulted in Fiji’s  Effective Implementation of ICAO 
requirementsincreased from 63% to 78.31%. This 
is commendable and demonstrates concerted 
efforts and commitment by the Authority to 
continuously improve Fiji’s compliance with 
ICAO and implementation of the eight (8) critical 
elements of a Safety Oversight System.

A gradual change in the Authority’s Organisation 
Structure and diversion of some of the resources 
towards addressing the ICAO Universal Safety 
Oversight Audit Protocol Questions is envisaged 
for 2020. 

Globally, there is a shortage of qualified aviation 
professionals and Fiji is no exception to this 
predicament. Staff recruitment for the Authority 
has been a significant challenge and the Authority 
continues in its recruitment efforts. The Authority 
continues to ensure capacity building for its staff 
through appropriate training and participation 
at ICAO and Regional aviation meetings and 
workshops so they are able to conduct their safety 
oversight duties in a professional and diligent 
manner. 

As the aviation industry grows the Authority 
continues to advocate the importance of safety 
in aviation through various means and forums 
including its Aviation Safety Bulletin, media 
advertisements, public notices and meetings. I take 
this opportunity to thank industry stakeholders 
for their co-operation and partnership towards 
maintaining a high level of aviation safety and 
security. I especially acknowledge the Board 
members for their continuous support and 
valuable contribution.

My sincere thanks also to Government and our 
colleagues at the Ministry responsible for Civil 
Aviation and I look forward to their continued 
support in 2020 and beyond.

On behalf of the Board, I thank all the Authority’s 
staff for their unwavering commitment in our 
pursuit in aspiring to become a model aviation 
regulator.

Nilesh Prasad
Chairperson

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Nilesh Prasad 
Chairperson
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Chief Executive's 
Message

As we conclude the year, I take this time to reflect 
on the activities and events, both planned and 
unplanned of 2019 which the Authority has been 
engaged in and look ahead to the challenges 2020 
will bring.

The safety and security of Fiji’s civil aviation 
and air transport systems is fundamental to the 
tourism industry and national economy which is 
part of the vision and mission of the Authority. 
With that said, the contribution of the aviation 
industry partners who are in direct contact with 
the air travelers is deemed equally critical. 

The beginning of 2019 saw the grounding of the 
Boeing 737 Max aircraft worldwide as a proactive 
safety measure following two fatal international 
accidents overseas involving that aircraft type. 
The Authority continued to be closely involved 
in consultations with the manufacturer Boeing, 
the US Federal Aviation Authority, other aviation 
regulators and the local operator Fiji Airways 
to ensure appropriate safety requirements and 
measures were implemented before the aircraft 
type can be allowed to operate again in Fiji. 

In addition to the Boeing 737 Max aircraft, Fiji 
Airways introduced the Airbus 350 XWB aircraft 
in November 2019, a first of its type in this South 
Pacific region. The Authority worked in partnership 
with Fiji Airways to ensure the successful and 
timely introduction of the aircraft onto the Fiji 
register.

The year was not without its challenges. In August 
2019 a helicopter on a Mercy flight had a fatal 
accident in the Natewa Bay, Vanua Levu. The 
accident is being investigated by an independent 
Investigator appointed by the Minister. 

The Authority’s preparation for Fiji’s ICAO 
Coordinated Validation Mission (ICVM) conducted 
by ICAO auditors from the 22nd August to the 
03rd September 2019 resulted in an increase in 
safety rating for Fiji. A taskforce headed by Fiji’s 
National Continuous Monitoring Coordinator 
(NCMC)/Controller Air Safety Department, was 
established resulting in a very positive outcome 
whereby Fiji’s effective implementation of ICAO 
Standards, previously rated at 63% moved up to 
78.72% which is third behind Australia and New 
Zealand in the South Pacific region and 11th in the 
Asia pacific region.  

During the ICVM, one of the areas found to have 
shortcomings was the various aviation legislation 
and corresponding regulations considered to 
be outdated or insufficient. The Authority is 
thankful for Government’s support to review the 
existing primary and secondary legislation in the 
new year which, when completed, will provide a 
uniform legal platform for aviation activities and 
be in harmony with other neighbouring aviation 
legislations.

Ajai Kumar 
Acting Chief Executive
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2019 Executive Management Team

In concluding, I wish to acknowledge and thank 
the Authority’s staff for their dedication and hard 
work which has enabled our key responsibilities to 
be discharged in 2019 and pave the way for years 
ahead.

I would also like to express my gratitude and 
appreciation to the Board and Ministry responsible 
for Civil Aviation for their guidance and support to 
the Authority during the year. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Ajai Kumar 
Acting Chief Executive
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Corporate Profile
Fiji is one of 193 Contracting States of the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) and discharges its 
safety and security oversight responsibilities through the Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji (CAAF). The CAAF was 
established as an independent statutory authority under the Civil Aviation Authority Act 1979. 

The Authority’s key role is to conduct safety regulation of civil air operations in Fiji’s territory and the operation 
of Fiji registered aircraft outside Fiji’s territory via a robust safety oversight system of the safety and security of 
civil aviation activities in Fiji.

As at 31 December 2019, the Authority employed 54 permanent employees and 08 temporary employees.

Functions of the Authority (Civil Aviation Authority Act 1979 Section 14)

1. The Authority has the following function : 
 (a) any functions conferred on it by or under the Civil Aviation Authority Act or the Civil Aviation 
  Act or the Civil Aviation Reform Act 1999; and
 (b) carrying out such obligations of the State arising from its State's membership of the 
  International Civil Aviation Organisation as the Minister directs. 

2. The Authority also has the following safety-related functions : 
 (a) encouraging a greater acceptance by the aviation industry of the industry's obligation to 
  maintain high standards of aviation safety, through-

 (i) comprehensive safety education and training programmes;

 (ii) accurate and timely aviation safety advice; and

 (iii) fostering an awareness in industry management, and within the community generally,
  of the importance of aviation safety and compliance with relevant legislation;
  (b)  promoting full and effective consultation and communication with all interested parties on 
  aviation safety issues; and

 (c) establishing and implementing a State Safety Programme in order to achieve an acceptable 
  level of safety in civil aviation. 

3. The Authority also has the function of regulating the safety of civil aviation operations in Fiji, among  
 other things—
 (a) issue certificates, licences, approvals, registrations and permits after appropriate inspection,  
  audit and examination;
  (b) developing and promoting appropriate, clear and concise aviation safety standards;

 (c) developing effective enforcement strategies to secure compliance with aviation safety 
  standards;

 (d) assessing decisions taken by industry management at all levels for their impact on aviation 
  safety;

 (e) conducting regular reviews of the system of civil aviation safety in order to monitor the safety 
  performance of the aviation industry, to identify safety related trends and risk factors and to 
  promote the development and improvement of the system;
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 (f) conducting regular and timely assessment of international safety developments;

 (g) conducting regular reviews of aviation security programmes and activities;

 (h) the prosecution of any offence committed under the provisions of this Act and its Regulations, 
  other than an offence under Part II of the Civil Aviation (Security) Act 1994;

 (i) doing any other thing which the Authority deems necessary for the enforcement of aviation 
  safety. 

Corporate Objectives 

 (a) Carry out the States obligation arising out of its membership of the ICAO; 
 (b) Maintain an effective regulatory framework and enforcement system;
 (c) Develop clear and concise Standards and an effective consultation process;
 (d) Assess the decisions taken by industry management at all levels for their Impact on Aviation 
  Safety;
 (e) Review and assess civil aviation system safety trends and risk factors;
 (f) Conduct regular reviews of aviation security programmes and activities; 
 (g) Maintain a system for conducting safety education, giving timely safety advice and improved 
  awareness;
 (h) Continuously review and enhance the ICT system capacity to support the efficient delivery of 
  regulatory services;
 (i) Maintain a competent, adequately resourced and motivated workforce.

Quality Management - Our Commitment and Policy 

The Authority is committed to ensuring that the highest safety standards are met, our products and services 
are provided in an efficient manner meeting both the regulatory requirements and the needs of our customers.
Our Quality Management System is specifically formulated and structured in a way that best meets the needs 
of the Authority and its customers. Various elements of the Quality Management System combine to assist in 
determining that all quality and regulatory requirements are complied, and that consistency and uniformity in 
service delivery is maintained.

The Authority is committed to meeting its customer satisfaction by continuously improving and implementing 
the highest level of aviation safety and security standards effectively.
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Corporate Governance

The Authority recognises the importance leadership plays in good governance. The Authority’s Board are 
cognizant of the responsibility it has for stewardship and accountability to its stakeholders and works closely 
with the Authority’s Leadership Team to ensure that transparency, disclosure, due process and probity are 
diligently applied and the highest standards are upheld. 

The Authority adopts and supports the following corporate governance principles:
 
 (a) The Board shall be independent of Management and must disclose any interests, financial, 
  personal or cultural, which threatens its independence. The Board Members must not have any  
  contractual or financial relationship with the Authority that puts them in a conflict of interest
  position.

 (b) The Chairperson of the Board must be independent of Management and must facilitate timely, 
  truthful and constructive communications between Management and the Board and amongst  
  Board members. 

 (c) The Board adopts a Code of Conduct for Board Members, Management and Employees based 
  on sound corporate governance principles including the need to create and maintain a corporate 
  culture which encourages compliance with all relevant laws and regulations. The Code of 
  Conduct also has a whistle-blowing procedure which protects the anonymity of the whistle-
  blower and the information, and which ensures that all such information is properly investigated.

 (d) The Board adopts a policy of ethical and transparent disclosure of all information to the relevant  
  stakeholders.

Legislation

The Authority operates under the provision of various Legislation:

 (a) Civil Aviation Act 1976;
 (b) Civil Aviation Authority Act 1979;
 (c) Civil Aviation (Security) Act 1994;
 (d) Civil Aviation Security Regulations 1994;
 (e)  Air Navigation Regulations 1981;
 (f) Civil Aviation Reform Act 1999;
 (g) Civil Aviation (Fees & Charges) Regulations 2007;
 (h) Civil Aviation (Occurrence Reporting and Investigation) Regulations 2009;
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The Chairperson of the Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji’s Board Mr. Nilesh Prasad replaced Ms. Lailun Khan in 
December 2019.  The Board comprises Mr. Satish Patel, Ms. Kamni Naidu, Mr. Peceli Baleikorocau and Mr. Reginald 
Jokhan who replaced Mr. Pravish Punja.

Ms. Lailun Khan
Chairperson

January - October 2019

Mr. Nilesh Prasad
Chairperson

December 2019 

Mr. Satish Patel
Board Member

Ms. Kamni Naidu
Board Member

Mr. Peceli Baleikorocau
Board Member

Mr. Pravish Punja
Board Member

Mr. Reginald Jokhan 
Board Member

CAAF Board Members
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Executive Management Team

Ajai Kumar
 Acting Chief Executive & Manager 

Corporate Services

Theresa Levestam
Controller Ground Safety

George Tudreu
 Controller Air Safety 

Rigamoto Aisake
Controller Aviation Security & 

Facilitation
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CAAF Departmental Functions
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Operational Overview
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Operational Overview
To meet Fiji’s overall aviation safety oversight responsibilities, the critical elements for safety oversight identified 
by ICAO as essential safety defence tools of a safety and security oversight system, are addressed to ensure 
effective implementation of safety and security-related policy and associated procedures. The Authority’s goal is 
to implement the safety and security oversight critical elements in a way that assumes the shared responsibility 
by the Authority and aviation stakeholders. 

Critical elements of the safety and security oversight system encompass the whole spectrum of civil aviation 
activities, including aerodromes, air navigation services, personnel licensing, flight operations, airworthiness 
of aircraft, incident investigation, ground handling service providers, aviation security service organisations, 
regulated agents, air cargo agents, catering service providers and transport of dangerous goods by air. 

The effective implementation of the ICAO’s critical elements of a safety and security oversight system is an 
indication of a State’s capability for safety and security oversight.

ICAO's Universal Safety Oversight Audit Programme (USOAP) focus on validating a State’s capability of 
performing safety oversight of its industry. Eight audit areas are assessed individually to ensure whether the 
State has effectively and consistently implemented the critical elements of a safety oversight system. They also 
determine if the State complies with ICAO’s safety-related Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) 
and associated procedures and guidance material. The eight audit areas of a member state’s aviation system 
that the programme monitors are:

1. Primary Aviation Legislation and Civil Aviation Regulations (LEG);
2.       Civil Aviation Organization (ORG);
3.       Personnel Licensing and Training (PEL);
4.       Aircraft Operations (OPS);
5.       Airworthiness of Aircraft (AIR);
6.       Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation (AIG);
7.      Air Navigation Services (ANS); and
8.       Aerodromes and Ground Aids (AGA).

Critical Elements 1 & 2 Primary Aviation Legislation & Specific Operating Regulations
Implementation of ICAO Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPSs) is affected via Fiji’s Legislation. 
Thus, as a first step towards discharging our obligations and responsibilities, Fiji has enacted a legislative 
framework referred to as the primary aviation legislation.

Fiji’s National Aviation Law consists of a three tier regulatory system, comprising Acts, Regulations and 
Standards Documents; the purpose of which is to ensure, where appropriate, compliance and conformance 
with ICAO SARPs.

The ‘three tier’ regulatory system represents Fiji’s Primary Legislation System and Specific Operating Regulations 
to meet Critical Elements CE1 and CE2 of ICAO’s Eight Critical Element of a safety oversight system.
Fiji’s primary legislation is planned for review in 2020 and this will form the basis for a further review of the 
harmonised draft Air Navigation Regulations.
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Standards Documents (SD) are issued by the Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji under the provision of Section 14 (3) 
(b) of the Civil Aviation Authority Act 1979 (CAP 174A). These SDs provide clear and concise safety and security 
standards and have the same powers as that of the Air Navigation Regulations.

Critical Element 3 State Civil Aviation System and Safety Oversight Functions
An important part of CE 3 for CAAF is the fulfilment of staffing requirements to enable effective and efficient 
discharge of its safety oversight functions. Due to the shortage in qualified aviation professionals being 
experienced worldwide, staff recruitment for the Authority has been challenging.

A review of the conditions of service and remuneration of staff to ensure compatibility with their education, 
technical knowledge and experience as well as being comparable to aviation industry staff whose activities they 
will inspect and supervise was conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) on behalf of the Authority. This 
resulted in a salary increase, ranging from 5-10%, implemented for all staff in 2019. 

Critical Element 4 Technical Personnel Qualification and Training
The aviation safety oversight responsibilities include a wide range of complex evaluations, inspections, analyses 
and interventions. Effective implementation of these tasks requires the input of highly qualified personnel during 
the various stages of the process. Therefore, the satisfactory execution of the various functions of the Authority 
depend, largely on the qualifications, experience, technical competency in performing certification, inspection 
and surveillance functions and dedication of individual inspectors.

Much resource was invested to ensure staff were kept upskilled and current in their various areas. This involved 
participation in international, regional and national meetings, seminars, workshops and trainings as per the 
Authority’s approved Training and Meeting Plan.

Critical Element 5 Technical Guidance, Tools and the Provision of Safety-Critical Information
The effectiveness of the Authority’s safety oversight system and the implementation of standards are supported 
by technical guidance material issued by the Authority. Areas requiring additional guidance to what was already 
published by the Authority was identified and a total of eleven (11) new Guidance Documents were published 
in 2019.

Aeronautical Information Circulars (AICs) which contain explanatory or advisory information concerning 
technical, legislative or administrative matters, as well as information on the long-term forecast of major 
changes in legislation, regulations, procedures or facilities liable to affect flight safety are the responsibility of 
the Authority. In 2019 eight (8) AICs were published.

Critical Element 6 Licensing, Certification, Authorisation and Approval obligations
The Authority ensures that documented processes and procedures are implemented so that individuals and 
organizations performing an aviation activity meet the established requirements before they are allowed to 
exercise the privileges of the licence, certificate, authorization or approval to conduct the relevant aviation 
activity.
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Critical Element 7 Surveillance Obligations
Implementation of documented surveillance processes and work plans that define and plan inspections, 
audits and monitoring activities on a continuous basis, to proactively ensure that aviation licence, certificate, 
authorisation and approval holders continue to meet the established requirements. This includes the surveillance 
of personnel designated by the Authority to perform safety oversight functions on its behalf.

Critical Element 8 Resolution of Safety Concerns
The Authority uses documented processes to resolve any identified safety issues, this includes enforcement 
action as appropriate. The Authority utilises its Aviation Quality Database to monitor and record progress of the 
safety issues raised including actions taken by individuals and organizations performing the aviation activity in 
resolving such issues.  

The resolution of safety concerns relates to the non-compliances, non-conformances and safety related 
concerns identified with the operator/service provider during certification audits and surveillance inspections. 
This continues to be an area where additional resources are required to ensure that monitoring is robust and 
follow-up with operators/service providers are efficient. Due to high workload faced by inspectors, the resolution 
of safety concerns requires the operator/service providers to be proactive and provide the required assurances 
in a timely manner that safety issues have been adequately addressed.

ICAO Coordinated Validation Mission (ICVM)
ICAO's Universal Safety Oversight Audit Programme (USOAP) was initially launched in January 1999, in response 
to widespread concerns about the adequacy of aviation safety oversight around the world. The USOAP activities 
consisted of regular and mandatory audits of ICAO Member States' safety oversight systems with focus on 
the capability in providing safety oversight by assessing whether the State has effectively and consistently 
implemented the critical elements (CEs) of a safety oversight system, which enable the State to ensure the 
implementation of ICAO's safety-related Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) and associated 
procedures and guidance material.

ICVM LEG Audit Team
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Fiji underwent its original ICAO USOAP CMA audit in 2006 and achieved an outcome of 61.36% EI. In 2017 and 
2018, Fiji (CAAF) had 2 ICAO CAT Missions to assist in preparing for the ICAO Coordinated Validation Mission 
(‘ICVM’) audit in 2019.  

The ICVM audit was a follow up on-site activity to validate progress made by Fiji in resolving its safety oversight 
deficiencies that were identified in the 2006 International Civil Aviation Organization (‘ICAO’) audit of Fiji’s civil 
aviation system. The ICVM was conducted in Fiji by a team of ICAO aviation experts from 27th August 2019 to 
4th September 2019.

The objective of an ICVM is to assess and validate the status of the corrective actions or mitigating measures 
taken by a State following an audit. The ICVM conducted in Fiji covered the following 7 out of 8 audit areas of 
Fiji safety oversight system:

1. Primary Aviation Legislation and Specific Operating Regulations;
2. Civil Aviation Organisation;
3. Personnel Licensing and Training;
4. Aircraft Operations;
5. Airworthiness of Aircraft;
6. Air Navigation Services; and
7. Aerodromes and Ground Aids.

Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation (AIG) was not audited due to unavailability of the ICAO Specialist 
and Fiji’s status for this critical element remained unchanged from 2006.

ICVM LEG Audit Team with ICAO Audit Team Leader
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ICAO Coordinated Validation Mission (ICVM)
The ICVM team also visited various aviation service providers, operations and maintenance departments of 
operators and maintenance organisations, and aviation training institutes. The objective of the visits by the 
ICVM team from ICAO was to validate if the State had the capability to supervise the activities of these service 
providers, airlines and organisations.

Based on the visits and review conducted by the ICVM team, Fiji’s Effective Implementation (‘EI’) scores for the 
eight critical elements of the State’s safety oversight system increased from 61.36 per cent generated from an 
ICAO audit in 2006 to 78.72 per cent. 

This was a remarkable achievement for Fiji as the overall EI safety score improved by 16.64 per cent and was 
testament to the Authority’s commitment to enhance Fiji’s compliance to ICAO Standards, offering safe and 
secure air transportation in Fiji to Fiji citizens, visitors and promoting Fiji as an aviation hub in the Pacific.

Major improvements were noted in the effective implementation areas of personnel licensing and training, 
aircraft operations, airworthiness of aircraft, air navigation services, and aerodromes and ground aids.

Fiji is now placed 11th out of 39 countries in the Asia and Pacific Region and 3rd out of 14 countries in the 
Oceania region behind Australia and New Zealand. As per the current ranking Fiji is punching well above its 
weight in terms of its level of effective implementation of the ICAO safety standards. Although our overall EI is 
higher than some major countries of the Asia Pacific region, we must not remain complacent, but continuously 
strive to improve our scores through continuous review and implementation of ICAO requirements.

Better compliance to ICAO standards ensures that the Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji is effectively able to carry 
out its oversight responsibilities to ensure that our airport operators, air navigation service providers and airline 
operators maintains a high level of aviation safety and security.

ICVM PEL Audit Team
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Analysis
The following is a breakdown of Fijis Effective Implementation (EI) (Which resulted in the average of 78.72%) 
by Critical Element. The blue line is the mean by APAC region. As you can note, by audit area – Fiji is above 
the region average in all Critical Elements but is on relatively lower side (lowest to highest) in the areas of CE8, 
CE3, CE4 and CE7. With the current oversight system implemented – the order of critical element areas that 
attention needs to be given to for improvement (lowest to highest) is as follows: CE8, CE3, CE4, CE7, CE2, CE1, 
CE3 and CE6.

The EI Graph above highlights the evolution and improvements made from the original audit to the ICVM 
audit conducted last year. As you can note, improvements to most Audit Areas were achieved with the most 
noteworthy improvements made in the areas of CE 2, 5 , 6, 7 & 8  where the improvements raised the audit areas 
to and above the regional GASP Target.

ICVM ANS Audit Team
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The following is a breakdown of Fijis Effective Implementation (EI) (Which resulted in the average of 78.72%) by 
Audit Area. The blue line again is the mean by APAC region. As you can note, by audit area – Fiji is behind the 
region mean in the areas of LEG and AIG. AIG was not audited in 2019 and the 43.96% EI for that audit area had 
an impact on the overall EI for Fiji. With the current oversight system implemented – the order of audit areas 
that attention needs to be given to for improvement (lowest to highest) is as follows: AIG, LEG, ORG, AGA, ANS, 
OPS, PEL and AIR.

The EI Graph above highlights the evolution and improvements made from the original audit to the ICVM 
audit conducted last year. As you can note, improvements to most Audit Areas were achieved with the most 
noteworthy improvements made in the areas of LEG and AGA where the improvements raised the audit areas 
to and above the regional GASP Target respectively. Significant improvements were achieved in the areas of 
AGA, AIR, OPS, ANS, and PEL.

ICVM AGA Audit Team
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ICVM AIR Audit Team

Asia Pacific Region - EI Table For Comparison
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Oceania Region - EI Table For Comparison 

Fiji in comparison to the rest of the ICAO Contracting States (193 of which 185 have been audited) is sitting 
above the world average. IN COMPARISON TO THE WORLD – Fiji is 75th Overall. 

Recognition has to be made of efforts and contributions the dedicated professionals of the Authority as well as 
our other stakeholders in industry who made for this successful milestone outcome.

Fiji’s National Continuous Monitoring Coordinator (NCMC) addresses the team
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Personnel Licensing Office
“A system of standards, processes and procedures aimed to ensure that personnel undertaking safety related 
tasks in civil aviation (pilots, air traffic controllers, aircraft maintenance engineers, etc.) are competent to 
perform their tasks to the prescribed standard." (ICAO Annex 1)

ICAO Annex 1 contains Standards and Recommended Practices as the minimum standards for aviation 
personnel licensing. This Annex has been transposed into the Standards Document – Personnel Licensing 
issued by the Authority and is applicable to all applicants for the issue and renewal of licenses and ratings 
specified therein.

The Personnel Licensing (PEL) Office of the Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji has been established in accordance 
with ICAO Doc 9379, Part 1 – Manual of Procedures for Establishing and Management of a State’s PEL System. 

The PEL office is staffed by a Senior Personnel Licensing Inspector (SPELI) who reports directly to the Chief 
Executive, a Flight Operations Inspector (Training), two Licensing Officers and one Administrative officer. 

The PEL Office discharges its responsibilities around five major functional areas: Examinations (flight crew, 
aircraft maintenance personnel, air traffic controller, etc.), Licensing, Training, Regulatory & Administration. 

The PEL office utilises approved Examiners, Flight Operations Inspectors, Air Worthiness Inspectors and Air 
Navigation Service Inspectors to carry out practical examination tasks. The written examination component of 
flight crew licensing is outsourced to Civil Aviation Safety Authority Australia. 

Medical assessments are delegated to approved medical assessors (designated medical examiners).

PEL Licensing Officer attends to a student pilot
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PEL Office team

Functions of the PEL Office 

1.  Examination Tasks

Examination tasks are complex and require a high level of experience and expertise in the various areas of 
licensing (typically flight crew, aircraft maintenance personnel and air traffic controller). Executing the function 
also requires the highest degree of technical and ethical integrity as well as good judgement. 

2.  Licensing Tasks

Licensing tasks cover the routine tasks associated with the physical issuance and maintenance of personnel 
licenses

3.  Training Tasks

Training tasks cover the activities related to the certification, approval and surveillance of training organisations 
(or schools) and training programmes.

4.  Regulatory Tasks

Regulatory tasks cover the development and maintenance of the regulatory support of personnel licensing.

5.  Administrative Tasks

The PEL office having issued a license, will ensure that the privileges granted by it, or by attached ratings, 
are not exercises unless the holder maintains competency and meets the requirements for recent experience 
established by CAA Fiji. To renew a license, the holder must have exercised the privileges to a specified minimum 
during the period prior to intended renewal and /or pass appropriate proficiency examinations conducted by or 
under the authority of the license issuing authority.
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SPELI and PEL Licensing Officer sign-off certificates

Flight Crew – Licences, Permits & Medical Certificates Issued

2017 2018 2019

Licence Type Issue Renewal Issue Renewal Issue Renewal

ATPL 16 301 27 348 54 441

CPL 36 355 53 397 57 540

PPL 15 0 12 2 10 7

FTP 42 41 61 57 58 56

Medical 72 282 53 443 55 438

TOTAL 181 979 206 1,247 234 1482

Air Navigation Service – Licences & Permits Issued

TYPE 2017 2018 2019

Aeronautical Facility Technicians Licence (AFTL) 29 32  21

Air Traffic Control Licence (ATCL) 37 36  43

Aeronautical Station Operators Licence (ASOL) 182 184 169

Flight Information Service Licence (FISL) 41 39  1

Aeronautical Facility Technician Trainee Permit Nil 4  Nil

Air Traffic Control Trainee Permit 7 2  12

Flight Information Service Trainee Permit 10 Nil  Nil

TOTAL 306 297 246 
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Aircraft Engineering – Licences, Certificates & Medical Certificates Issued

2017 2018 2019

Licence Type Issue Renewal Issue Renewal Issue Renewal

AME 5 39 24 90         37 136

AMC
2 7 14

Medical 35 63 100

Other Personnel - Licences Issued

2017 2018 2019

Licence Type Issue Renewal Issue Renewal Issue Renewal

ANR 45 Approval 8 27 19 61 39 91

Validation Issue 37 78 115

Verification Issue 47 95 149

Medical Activities

2017 2018 2019

Number of CAAF AMA 9 10 11

Medical Board Sittings 43 35 56

Medial Cases reviewed by Board 15 65 99

Medical reports reviewed by Medical Assessor 178 336 191

TOTAL 245 446 357

Examinations Conducted

2017 2018 2019

Type Rating 65 78 218

Air Law 95 113 344

ATPL 477 361 286

CPL 508 456 448

PPL 1 14 -

FIRX 49 37 45

AME 46 51 137

AMC 116 290 609

Rating (Oral) 25 41 100

TOTAL 1,382 1,441 2,187
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PEL Assistant Licensing Officer invigilating pilot exams
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Air Safety Department
The Air Safety Department (ASD) comprises 3 sections; International Flight Operations, Domestic Flight 
Operations, and Airworthiness, to deal with Air Safety related matters in Fiji Civil Aviation.
The ASD continued to face Manpower challenges to fulfill its responsibilities with several vacancies pending in 
2019 with the departure of several Inspectorate staff.
It was a typical year of continual surveillance and certification of Aviation Industry Stakeholders by the Air 
Safety Department with several milestone activities that are noteworthy. These are highlighted below.

Audits and Inspections
The 2019 ASD Audit and Inspection Programme continued with Performance-Based Approach of all Aviation 
Document holders issued by the Air Safety Department which included Fiji AOC and AMO operators and their 
Safety Management Systems. 

The types of audits and inspections conducted by the Air Safety Department are programmed annually, on 
a work plan for each Inspectorate staff member, and covers a variety of activity for each operator under 
Certification, Authorisation and Approval process that included AOC, AMO, Safety Management System, Route, 
Cabin safety and Station facility audits, to ramp, dangerous goods, and Certificate of Airworthiness inspections, 
to name a few.

 

Flight Operations Inspector on simulator checks
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Certification, Authorisation and Approval

The In 2019 the major elements that ASD Flight Operations and Airworthiness staff were involved in were 
certification and oversight elements of several large technical projects by Industry which included introduction 
of 7 new aircraft types to the Domestic Industry, the certification of additional AMOs as well as major undertaking 
in the introduction of the A350 aircraft to the Fiji Airways fleet, the certification of A350 Full Flight Simulators 
and ATIC at the Airbus Asia Training Centre (AATC) in Singapore and the A350 CAE Full Flight Simulator facility 
in Hong Kong. AMOs were also subjected to certification requirements for the new aircraft types maintenance 
support.

RPAS and Drone operations in Fiji in 2019 increased exponentially, for commercial as well as recreational 
purposes.

The use of RPAS in Fiji for recreational purposes requires registration with CAAF. For commercial operations, 
more stringent requirements need to be complied with, with a formal Authorisation being issued by CAAF.

Technical Personnel Qualifications and Training

Under the Standards and Recommended Practices of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), CAAF 
inspectorate staff are required to be properly organised and departments staffed with qualified personnel, 
capable of accomplishing the required wide range of technical inspection activities. 

To adequately perform their duties, it is important that the CAAF Inspectorate staff have the qualifications, 
operational or technical work experience, and training compatible with the operations that they are required to 
certificate or inspect, and that their qualifications compare favourably with those of operator personnel they 
encounter in their inspections. 

As such, the Inspectorate staff of the CAAF Air Safety Department consists of highly qualified pilots, engineers 
and specialists who hold qualifications, with previous experience and knowledge commensurate with the 
operators, aircraft and equipment that come under their oversight. 

Flight Operations Inspector testing RPAS
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This spectrum includes pilots, engineers and specialists who were Chief Pilots, Chief Engineers, General 
Managers, Quality Assurance Managers, Chief Flying Instructors and Lecturers in their previous lives. 
A summary of on-going training and up-skilling that were attended by ASD Inspectorate Staff in 2019 can be 
viewed in the Corporate Services Department report. On-going training and up-skilling is a major component of 
the CAAF annual budget and is an annual training needs assessment activity.

Safety Management

The implementation and on-going operation of the Safety Management System, policies, processes and 
procedures for aircraft operators has been a requisite for a number of years for issue and renewal of Air Operator 
certification in Fiji, as mandated through the Air Navigation Regulations and supporting Standards Documents, 
as well as ICAO Annex 19. This is an audited activity.

Operators are required to have in place a working safety policy, with procedures, processes and objectives. 
These include management commitment, the appointment of key safety personnel and safety risk management; 
the latter including hazard identification, risk assessment and mitigation and reporting and safety assurance. 
Safety assurance also encompasses measuring, monitoring, continuous improvement and safety promotion, 
the last in turn including training, education and communication.

The issuance of longer-term Air Operator certification by CAAF as a result of the effectiveness of their Safety 
Management programmes continued in 2019 with several operators benefiting from the initiative.

Airworthiness Inspectors on surveillance oversight
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2019 MAJOR EVENTS 

RESTRUCTURE
A major restructure in 2019 saw the separation of the PEL Section from Air Safety and Ground Safety 
Departments to a centralized PEL Office. This was necessitated by the upcoming ICVM audit in August 2019 
and to ensure Fijis compliance with ICAO requirements. 

ICVM AUDIT
The ICVM audit for Air Safety Department was a significant event for the Air Safety Department who was directly 
responsible for OPS and AIR audit areas. Preparations commenced as early as 2017 for this audit which was 
scheduled for 27 August to 04 September. Preparations by the Flight Operations and Airworthiness Sections was 
aided by the CAAF ICVM Project Team and despite the sections being significantly manpower constrained, the 
audit of OPS (86.89%) and AIR (89.72%) was a success with the EIs for both audit areas increasing significantly 
from the first audit in 2006.

Fiji Aviation Academy (FAA)
Stage 1 of the facility which included the installation of the simulators was reviewed by CAAF on completion 
with Stage 2 and official opening date slipping to February 2020 due to two Tropical cyclones resulting in a large 
number of steel works being required for the re-habilitation process.

Controller Pilot Datalink Communication (CPDLC)
Fiji Airways B737-8MAX was approved for CPDLC (Controller Pilot Datalink Communication) in February 2019.  

Performance Based Communication and Surveillance (PBCS)
Fiji Airways A330 and the A350 were approved for PBCS (Performance Based Communication and Surveillance) 
Operations in April 2019 and October 2019 respectively.

Airworthiness Inspector and Administration Officer reviewing statistics
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Performance Based Navigation (PBN)
Fiji Airways A350 aircraft was approved for PBN operations (without RNP AR) in October 2019. 

PBN-RNP AR Runway 20 NADI
Months of communication, coordination, and review with the principal designers, in conjunction with flight 
evaluations, resulted in CAAF approving the PBN-RNP AR Runway 20 NADI approach in October 2019. Major 
stake holders included Fiji Airports Limited, Fiji Airways, Air New Zealand, CAANZ, Virgin Australia Airlines, Virgin 
Australia International and Qantas.

Grounding of the B737-8MAX
2019 saw the delay in delivery of Fiji Airways three remaining B737-8MAX due to the two very unfortunate 
B737-8MAX accidents, which resulted in the worldwide grounding of all B737-8MAX aircraft. Fiji Airways B737-
8MAX fleet are currently still grounded and were ferried via special “Permits to Fly” issued by the CAAF to Alice 
Springs in Australia in November for storage as per the AMM procedure. The lifting of the grounding by the 
world aviation authorities is awaited after the appropriate corrective action by Boeing has been taken and the 
approval by FAA is given.

Mandatory Occurrence Reports
Mandatory Occurrence Reports (MORs) continued to be received in 2019. At the commencement of 2019, Air 
Safety had a significant number of MORs that needed to be reviwed. The review and closures of MORs were 
managed by the Flight Operations and Airworthiness Section through additional manpower who were able 
to assist the Subject Matter Experts in the administration of closures of the MORs. Throughout the year, an 
additional 118 MORs were added, which comprised of 10 Investigations and 108 Assessments.  Progressing 
into 2020, Airworthiness currently have 28 MORs in progress. Total MORs closed in 2019 (including the ones 
pending from previous years) was 164. 

Senior Flight Operations Inspector on simulator checks at Fiji Airways Aviation Academy
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Airworthiness Inspectors on surveillance oversight 

AIR SAFETY DEPARTMENT STAKEHOLDERS

2019

Aircraft on Fiji Register 122

Air Operator Certificate 11

Private Operators 3

Aviation Training Institution Certificate 3

Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems - Commercial 74

Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems - Private 2489

Miscellaneous – Private Applications 2

Skydive Operators 2

TOTAL

Air Safety Department Personnel
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Ground Safety Department
As a signatory to the Chicago Convention, Fiji has undertaken to adopt measures to ensure that every aircraft 
flying over or manoeuvring within our territory complies with the rules and regulations relating to the flight and 
manoeuvre of aircraft therein. This requires that Fiji provides, within our territory, aerodromes, radio services, 
search and rescue services, meteorological services, and other air navigation services to facilitate air navigation. 
To achieve this, the adoption and application of appropriate standard systems of communications procedures, 
codes, markings, signals, lighting and other operational practices and rules, as well as collaboration at an 
international level to secure the publication of aeronautical maps and charts, are necessary.

Another important aspect is the requirement and responsibility to establish and provide air traffic services 

in Fiji’s flight information region, control areas and control zones extending over Fiji’s territory. To ensure an 
adequate level of air traffic services and communications, navigation and surveillance, as well as procedures 
applicable to the airspace and aerodrome concerned, the Ground Safety Department conducts safety oversight 
of operators and service providers involved in these areas to ensure implementation of formal and systematic 
safety management programmes for the services under its jurisdiction. 

The year 2019 was one of high activity for the Ground Safety Department (GSD), which, apart from the effective 
and efficient discharge of our safety oversight responsibilities/work plans included the completion of assigned 
action items in preparation for the ICAO ICVM activity on Fiji. 

Primary Legislation
A proposal for amendment to Section 10 of the Civil Aviation Reform Act 1999, which, in addition to some minor 
editorial changes would enable the issuance of aerodrome certificates beyond a period of 12 months was put 
forth by GSD. This change allows for the Authority to offer longer duration aerodrome certificates based on an 
operators effective implementation of its safety management system. The amendment, via the Civil Aviation 
Reform (Amendment) Act 2019 came into effect on 14 August 2019.

Specific Operating Regulations
Much work was put into the revision of current Standards Documents to ensure that all Annex amendments 
were incorporated and, new Standards Documents were published for Annexes that had not been captured in 
Fiji’s legislation. It is essential that as much as possible, Fiji’s regulations be in conformity with the Annexes to 
the Convention. The Annex provisions are designed to provide the minimum requirements to be met, therefore 
it falls to the Authority to develop equivalent regulations containing sufficient details to ensure that satisfactory 
compliance will result in the desired level of safety. 
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The following Standards Documents were revised/issued in 2019: -

1. Standards Document - Aerodromes Edition 3; this was by far the largest amendment of all the Ground 
Safety Department Standards Documents. To ensure, all areas of Annex 14 Volume I were incorporated, 
the format of the Standards Document was changed to reflect the Annex 14 layout and the information 
in Annex 14 transposed into the Standards Document – Aerodromes Edition 3. This was published on 
31 May 2019. In September 2019, the Standards Document - Aerodromes Edition 3 further amended 
to include two additional Appendices, namely Appendix 11 pertaining to Helicopter Landing Sites (HLS) 
and Appendix 12 pertaining to Water Landing Sites (WLS).

2. Standards Document - Air Traffic Services Edition 4; published in June 2019 incorporated all the amend-
ments to date arising out of Annex 11 amendments.

3. Standards Document - Aeronautical Charts Edition 1 published in May 2019 is a new document result-
ing from a transposition from Annex 4.

4. Standards Document - Aeronautical Information Services Edition 3 published May 2019 resulted from 
Annex 15 amendments, this included amendments to definitions, scope of AIM functions, AIRAC, HF in 
AIM, common reference system for air navigation, Digital data sets and Metadata.

5. Standards Document - Aeronautical Meteorological Service Provider Edition 2 published June 2019 saw 
the inclusion of the chapters and appendices from Annex 3 that had not been included in the Edition 1.

6. Standards Document - Aeronautical Telecommunications Edition 4 published in August 2019 incorpo-
rated Annex 10 amendments, flight inspection requirements, guidelines on CNS/ATM facility procure-
ment and commissioning checklists.

7. Standards Document - Designation and Classification of Airspace Edition 1 was published in February 
2019 and was a result of an adaptation of NZ CAA Rule Part 71.

8. Standards Document - Instrument Flight Procedure Edition 2 published May 2019 was a result of the 
inclusion of ICAO Doc 8168 Vol III amendments, references to ICAO Doc 9613, Doc 9906 Vol 5 & 6 
amendments, service provider’s validation & implementation flow chart and senior persons experience 
requirements.

9. Standards Document - Personnel Licensing Edition 1 was published in January 2019 and revised in 
July 2019. This Standards Document which comes under the purview of the newly created Personnel 
Licensing Office saw the amalgamation of the various Standards Documents pertaining to personnel 
licensing into one document. For the Ground Safety Department, the Standards Document – Aeronau-
tical Facility Technicians Licence and Standards Document – Air Traffic Services Personnel Licensing 
were reviewed to incorporate amendments made to Annex 1 and these became Sections 5 and 6 re-
spectively of the new Standards Document – Personnel Licensing. 

10. Standards Document - Search and Rescue Edition 2 August 2012 was revised to reflect the amended 
Preface in harmonisation with all other Standards Document Prefaces. There was no revision made to 
the rest of the Standards Document as it reflects the current status of Annex 12, i.e. nil amendments to 
Annex 12 since the Standards Document was published.

11. Standards Document - Units of Measurement to be used in Air and Ground Operations (UMAGO) Edition 
1 published in May 2019 is a transposition of Annex 5.
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State Civil Aviation System and Safety Oversight Functions
During 2019, the Ground Safety Department operated with one position vacant, that of the Senior Aerodrome 
Inspector. Advertisement of the position both locally and internationally failed to draw any suitable applicants 
and as such, the aerodrome inspector responsible for international aerodromes assumed the role of the Senior 
Aerodrome Inspector on an acting basis with assistance from the Controller Ground Safety.

A review of the job tasks assigned to the two Air Navigation Inspectors oversighting air traffic management, 
search and rescue, meteorology, charting, aeronautical information management and PANSOPS resulted in the 
creation of an additional Air Navigation Inspector position to enable the oversight functions in these areas to be 
effectively performed. The creation of this new position was also in line with a recommendation made by the 
ICAO Combined Action Team mission to Fiji.   

As part of the ICAO ICVM preparation, an organisational structure review saw the creation of a new Personnel 
Licensing Office. This resulted in the responsibility for air navigation service personnel licensing being moved 
from the Ground Safety Department to the new Personnel Licensing Office. In addition, the Ground Safety 
Department’s License Officer was transferred to the Personnel Licensing Office, however, the inspectors 
responsible for the conduct of licensing activities pertaining to the air navigation service licenses remain in the 
Ground Safety Department and are utilised by the Personnel Licensing Office as and when required.  
 
Technical Personnel Qualification and Training
The Ground Safety Department to remain organisationally competent maintains a team of qualified inspectors 
with a mix of disciplines who were provided with opportunities for training and attendance at international and 
regional meetings during the year as a way of ensuring continuous capacity building.

The GSD Team
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Technical Guidance, Tools and the Provision of Safety-Critical Information
The Ground Safety Department has developed and published several guidance material documents on how to 
accomplish specific standards. The Guidance Material issued during the year consisted of the following: -

1. Guidance Material - Aerodrome Manual (Aug 2019)
2. Guidance Material - Runway Safety Teams (Aug 2019)
3. Guidance Material - Siting and Maintaining Wind Sensors on Aerodromes Issued (Aug 2019)
4. Guidance Material - Strength Rating of Aerodrome Pavements (Jul 2019)
5. Guidance Material - Runway Surface Friction Characteristics and Friction Testing (Jul 2019)
6. Guidance Material - Control of Obstacles (Jul 2019)
7. Guidance Material - Calculation of Declared Distances (Jul 2019)
8. Guidance Material for the Certification and Registration Approval of Aerodromes (Jul 2019)
9. Guidance Material - Establishment of Runway Safety Teams (Jul 2019)

A Ground Safety Department Inspectors’ Manual was developed and published to assist the department’s 
inspectors in their safety oversight responsibilities. The manual covers all functional areas of the department. 
Publication of the Authority’s Aeronautical Information Circulars (AIC) are the responsibility of the Ground Safety 
Department. In 2019, eight (8) AICs were issued:-

AIC 01-19; AIC Checklist
AIC 02-19;  Accountable Manager & Nominated Post holders for Operators with an      
  AOC and/or an ANR145 Approval
AIC 03-19;  HLS requirements
AIC 04-19;  Public Transport and aerial work operations
AIC 05-19;  RNP AR Nadi Runway 20
AIC 06-19;  Domestic Airspace Change
AIC 07-19;  AOC application process
AIC 08-19;  Operation of Remote Piloted Aircraft Systems

Licensing, Certification, Authorisation and Approval obligations
The Ground Safety Department is responsible for the issuance of certificates, approvals and permissions 
required by legislative provisions for relevant parts of the system of operators and service providers that include 
aerodrome owners/operators that manage and provide services at an aerodrome, as well as air navigation 
service providers. 

SMS audits continue to be a part of the Ground Safety Department’s certification audits conducted on the 
operators. Nil operator has reached 100% implementation in the area of SMS. 

Guidance material on SMS has been issued to industry and the Ground Safety Department will continue to raise 
awareness and monitor this important component of certification.
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The following certificates and registration approvals were issued in 2019: -

SERVICE PROVIDER CERTIFICATE TOTAL ISSUED TO

Air Traffic Service Provider Certificate (AN-
R145A) 1

	 Fiji Airports (8 locations)

Aviation Training Institute Certificate (AN-
R145B)

3

	 Fiji Airports Aviation Academy – Air 
Traffic Services Training

	 S. Koroi RFS Training Services - Aux 
Basic Fire Fighting &HLS Training 
(Restricted)

	 Fiji Airports Aviation Academy - ICAO 
054 Area/Approach Surveillance 
Course (Restricted)

Aviation Maintenance Organisation Certificate 
– GSD (ANR145C) 1

	 Fiji Airports (2 locations)

Aeronautical Meteorology Service Provider 
Certificate (ANR145D) 1 	 Fiji Meteorology Service (Aviation – 2 

locations)

Aeronautical Information Service Provider Cer-
tificate (ANR145E) 1

	 Fiji Airports AIS

Air Navigation Service Inspectors on surveillance oversight of Nadi Tower
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AERODROME CERTIFICATES & REGISTRATION 
APPROVALS TOTAL AERODROME NAME

International Aerodromes 2 	 Nadi Aerodrome
	 Nausori Aerodrome

Domestic Aerodromes – Public 
12

	 Rotuma Aerodrome
	 Matei   Aerodrome
	 Savusavu Aerodrome
	 Labasa Aerodrome
	 Bureta Aerodrome
	 Kadavu Aerodrome
	 Vanuabalavu Aerodrome
	 Cicia Aerodrome
	 Lakeba Aerodrome
	 Moala Aerodrome
	 Koro Aerodrome
	 Gau Aerodrome

Domestic Aerodromes – Private 8

	 Kaibu Aerodrome
	 Laucala Aerodrome
	 Mago Aerodrome
	 Malololailai Aerodrome
	 Mana Aerodrome
	 Nanuku Aerodrome
	 Wakaya Aerodrome
	 Yasawa Aerodrome

Helicopter Landing Sites (HLS) 5

	 Vunabaka HLS
	 Tokoriki Island Resort HLS
	 Likuliku Lagoon Resot HLS
	 Denarau Pontoon PIA1 HLS
	 Nanuku HLS

Ono-i-lau aerodrome certificate not renewed by the aerodrome operator due to infrequency of flights and 
inadequate upkeep of the aerodrome to aerodrome standards. Medical Evacuation flights to the aerodrome are 
operated after conduct of a risk assessment and coordination with the aerodrome operator and the Authority’s 
Aviation Safety Department. 

Labasa aerodrome, which had an aerodrome certificate issued for daylight operations only was issued with a 
certificate for night operations on the 01 August 2019 following successful implementation of airfield lighting 
and instrument flight procedures.
The Rotuma aerodrome upgrade project to cater for larger type aircraft, was concluded by the aerodrome 
operator in August 2019. The Ground Safety Department conducted inspections of the aerodrome culminating 
in a successful proving flight on the 20 August 2019. The aerodrome certificate was amended to reflect ATR 
operations.

Of the 42 Helicopter Landing Sites (HLS) documented in the various Helicopter Operator’s Operations Manual 
(OM), 5 HLS’s have been issued with Registration Approvals by Ground Safety Department with a 6th coming on 
line in January 2020. The remaining 36 sites are still pending registration and currently covered by the approval 
granted by the Air Safety Department during acceptance of the route guides documented in the OMs. The 
Aerodrome Inspectors continue to coordinate with the Air Safety Department and the HLS operators in an effort 
to bring all HLSs up to registration approval standard.
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Permissions issued by the Ground Safety Department pertain to the operation of aerial devices within the 
restricted areas of an aerodrome; i.e. within 5km of an International aerodrome and within 3km of a Domestic 
aerodrome, or elsewhere above 200ft. The aerial devices for which permissions are issued include Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles also known as Remote Piloted Aircraft, Sky lanterns, pyrotechnics and balloons. Permissions 
for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle activity continue to increase each year; a 142% increase between 2018 and 2019.

Exemption(s) from provisions of a Standards Document or Air Navigation Regulations pertaining to air 
navigation services and aerodromes are issued following an application for an exemption with the supporting 
risk assessment/aeronautical study from the operator/service provider and subsequent review by the Authority 
identifies that mitigations implemented (imposition of limiting conditions or compensatory measures/controls) 
will maintain the level of risk of such an exemption being issued at an acceptable level (as low as reasonably 
possible).

Off-Airport-Development applications are assessed by the Ground Safety Department subject matter 
experts. The assessment is twofold; firstly assessment is conducted by the aerodrome inspector against the 
requirements of the aerodrome obstacle limitation surface criteria and secondly by the PANSOPS inspector 
against the instrument flight procedure criteria, prior to endorsement.

Aerodrome Inspectors on surveillance oversight of Aerodrome Rescue Firefighting Service
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The following is a comparison of Permissions, Exemptions and Off Airport Development Approvals issued from 
2017 to 2019.

TYPE 2017 2018 2019

Permissions (Pyrotechnic displays, Sky lantern/ balloon 
releases/ RPAs within the Control Zone)

19

(3 UAVs)

53

(26 UAVs)

84

(63 UAVs)

Exemption from Standard Requirements 4 6 6

Off - Airport Development Approvals 70 27 150

TOTAL 93 86 240

Ground Safety Department workload, in terms of Permissions and OAD approvals issued, increased exponentially 
from 2017 to 2019.

Surveillance Control Service; the Air Traffic Service Provider is working towards the implementation of a 
Surveillance Control Service in Fiji’s Approach Control airspace. Equipment commissioning, course approvals, 
staff training and licensing processes need to be assured prior to implementation of this service. The Ground 
Safety Department’s air navigation service inspectors continue engagement with the service provider in these 
areas.

Instrument Flight Procedures – Performance Based Navigation; RNAV Required Navigation Performance 
(RNP) Runway 20 approach procedure and Required Navigation Performance Standard Arrivals (RNP STARs) 
Runway 20 approved in 2019. 

Required Navigation Performance – Authorisation Required (RNP-AR) Runway 20 approach procedure is a 
work in progress and due for approval in 2020.

Aerodrome Inspector on Off Airport Development inspection
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Surveillance Obligations
The Ground Safety Department, in line with the direction of the Authority in this area, is moving towards a 
Performance Based Approach in our safety oversight surveillance activities. This has resulted in a review of the 
department’s surveillance programs and plans. Surveillance inspection checklists are being reviewed and new 
checklists implemented accordingly.

Resolution of Safety Concerns
Safety and Compliance meetings are held with the larger operators/service providers to facilitate monitoring of 
this area.

Air Navigation Service Inspector on surveillance oversight of the ATM Simulator

Air Navigation Service Inspector on surveillance oversight of Navigational Aids monitors
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An important part of the resolution of safety concerns is the effective investigation of the Mandatory Occurrence 
Reports (MORs) received. The MORs are assigned as either assessments or safety investigations to the 
appropriate inspector. In 2019, the Ground Safety Department saw the assignment of 54 MORs to its inspectors, 
in addition to the 11 MORs that were carried forward from the previous year. 62 MORs were successfully closed, 
leaving 3 MORs still open and carried through to 2020.

Safety awareness and education of aviation stakeholders are provided during inspections, audits and meetings. 
Furthermore, articles dealing with areas highlighted as a concern during safety oversight or new initiatives, are 
compiled and submitted for publication in the CAAF Aviation Safety Bulletin. 

ICAO Initiatives
The Global Air Navigation Plan (GANP) is the strategy to achieve a global interoperable air navigation system 
offering safe, secure and efficient air transport for people and goods worldwide, while limiting the impact of 
aviation on the environment. The GANP serves as a worldwide reference to transform the air navigation system 
in an evolutionary and inclusive manner so that no State or Stakeholder is left behind. It serves to assist States 
to prepare their navigation plans.

The Fiji ANS/AGA group, members consist of CAAF, Fiji Airports and Fiji Meteorology Service, meets at a 
minimum, twice a year, to discuss/monitor Fiji’s progress against the Aviation Safety Block Upgrades identified 
in the GANP and the progress made by the smaller Task Force Groups. In 2019 meetings continued and a main 
area of concern identified was the lack of a National Civil Aviation Plan to provide overall direction. This is an 
area that the Authority is pursuing with the Department of Civil Aviation.

In preparation for the ICAO coordinated validation mission (ICVM) activity in Fiji from 27 August to 03 September 
2019, the first half of 2019 was dedicated to addressing the unsatisfactory Protocol Questions (PQs) pertaining 
to Ground Safety Department (ANS and AGA areas). 

The ICAO ICVM conducted on Fiji saw an improvement in the Ground Safety Department’s effective 
implementation (EI) scores. 

 

             •   ANS EI score increased from 69.82% to 83.43%, and
 •   AGA EI score increased from 48.48% to 78.03%

Air Navigation Service Inspector on surveillance oversight of Nadi ILS
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Those PQs remaining in an unsatisfactory state are being reviewed and corrective actions to bring the PQs into 
a satisfactory state is being implemented accordingly.

Ground Safety Department Stakeholders

Aerodrome Operators  

	 Fiji Airports
	 Pyrmont Ltd (Air Kaibu)
	 Laucala Island Resort
	 Mago LLC 
	 Leeward Island Services Limited
	 Sanctuary Fiji LLC t/a Nanuku Auberge Resort 
	 Mana Island Resort and Spa
	 ACK Management PTE Ltd.
	 Edge Resorts Fiji Limited T/A Yasawa Island Resort

Helicopter Landing Site Operators

	 Vunabaka Bay (Fiji) Limited
	 Moonbeam Investments Ltd
	 Likuliku Lagoon Resort Ltd
	 Mueller Limited t/a Helicopters Fiji
	 Nanuku Resort

Air Traffic Service Providers 	 Fiji Airports

Aviation Training Institutions 	 Fiji Airports Aviation Academy
	 S. Koroi RFS Training Services

Aviation Maintenance Organisations 	 Fiji Airports

Aeronautical Meteorology Service Providers 	 Fiji Meteorology Service (Aviation)

Stakeholders - Off Airport Development 
assessments

	 Town and Country Planning Department
	 Mobile Telecommunications Providers; Digicel Fiji Ltd, 

Vodafone Fiji Ltd and Telecom Fiji Ltd.
	 Developers, Architects, Property owners

Stakeholders - Permissions for Pyrotechnic 
displays, Sky lantern/ balloon releases and 
RPAS within the Control Zone

	 Hotels, Event Management companies, RPA opera-
tors, Laser Light Operators

Others (queries, complaints) 	 Public
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Aviation Security & Facilitation Department
Aviation security has undergone rapid transformation throughout the world since the fateful events of September 
11 2001 and the subsequent emergence of new threats, targeting vulnerabilities in the security system. Fiji, 
through the Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji’s Aviation Security and Facilitation Department (ASFD) introduced 
robust physical, technical and legislative measures to mitigate the potential for acts of unlawful interference.

The primary objective of the ASFD is to conduct effective regulatory oversight of the aviation industry to ensure 
the safety and security of persons and air travel in all matters related to safeguarding against acts of unlawful 
interference with civil aviation. The creation of this enabling environment in turn; promotes national development, 
supports tourism and generates economic growth. Through the department’s surveillance and monitoring 
programme of security audits, inspections, covert tests and collaboration with the different operators; it is able 
to act swiftly too as an early warning system when it identifies worrying trends that could undermine aviation. 
The department ensures that aviation operates within a secure environment. This stability is a prerequisite for 
Fiji’s economic growth.

A key focus of the department is to develop and maintain a competent team of inspectors and support staff 
alike, whose task is to promote a security culture and improve the quality of its service delivery and reach, while 
raising the profile of aviation security through collaboration and appropriate security training. Furthermore, 
the department is committed to nurturing staff development and providing challenging opportunities for their 
growth.

As part of the Authority’s succession planning, it appointed the Controller Aviation Security and Facilitation in 
August 2019 and recruited an additional three (3) cadets to boost manpower and position the department for 
transition and manage change. Furthermore, the department strengthened its risk-based approach to aviation 
security as part of the process of continuous improvement with the timely assistance of the Collaborative 
Aviation Security Programme – Asia Pacific (CASP-AP).

Achievements and Successes
As in any organisation, the department had its fair share of achievements and successes during the year. The 
achievements and successes demonstrated the importance of commitment, perseverance and teamwork. A 
major achievement for the department in 2019 is the fact that there were no acts of unlawful interference. 

No Acts of Unlawful Interference
Fiji is fortunate not to have any acts of unlawful interference in 2019. The absence of any acts of unlawful 
interference highlighted the importance of multi-agency collaboration and robust security measures. However, 
the frequent discovery of hard drugs like cocaine and methamphetamine in the country shows that Fiji is also a 
conduit for the transportation of hard drugs through our waterways and by air. As part of a whole of government 
approach, the department maintains strong and close working relationship with stakeholders.

Cosmopolitan Staff Make-up
In keeping with the Authority and the United Nations principles of equal opportunity employer, the department 
has a cosmopolitan staff make-up. It recruited another female staff to join the department in early 2020 as a 
cadet. This will bring the total number of females in the department to four (4) with seven (7) male colleagues. 
Worthy of note also is that more females are being recruited on merit in what was once a predominantly 
male working environment. This transition highlighted the department’s openness to embrace change and a 
willingness to recognise and reward hard work.

Trainee Programme and Successful Completion of Diploma in Aviation Security
For the last three (3) years the department has been training an additional two (2) Aviation Security and 
Facilitation Inspector Trainees (ASFI/T) as part of its capacity development programme and succession 
planning. Both trainees had first-hand practical experience working as inspectors under the tutelage and 
guidance of experienced inspectors. One (1) of the trainees successfully completed the training in October and  
became Fiji’s first female Aviation Security and Facilitation Inspector. Her colleague is expected to finish his 
training in April 2020. 
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Resumption of Membership of CASP-AP and Benefits to Fiji
After a hiatus of about 5 years, Fiji re-joined the Collaborative Aviation Security Programme -Asia Pacific (CASP-
AP) and engaged actively in its technical training programmes and meetings. As far back as October and 
December 2018, Fiji benefitted from CASP-AP training programmes. These core training programmes, (which 
are not readily available in the Pacific Islands) were conducted in Fiji.

In 2019, CASP-AP provided the ICAO Risk Management and the Risk Context Statement Workshops in Nadi. 
This allowed for greater participation and meaningful learning from aviation industry partners in Fiji and abroad. 
Furthermore, the ASFD has benefitted from updated CASP-AP security programme templates, including access 
to other technical information, documentation and consultation with the senior programme coordinator. The Fiji 
Police Force and the ASFD have developed Fiji’s Risk Context Statement (RCS) using the ICAO methodology and 
are in the process of finalizing this document. The document will enable each operator to conduct their own risk 
assessment based on credible intelligence.

Building Capacity Through Aviation Security Training 
The ASFD continued to provide specific security training for the aviation industry throughout the year as part of 
capacity development. The department instructors’ gained valuable experience in presenting the ICAO specific 
courses which included cargo and mail security, behavioural assessment, airline security and quality control. 
Apart from the aforementioned courses, the department extended CASP-AP workshop invitations to Police 
and key industry partners to attend the Risk Management Workshop and subsequent Risk Context Statement 
Workshop.

Timely Closure of Investigations
Investigations of mandatory occurrence reports were completed and closed within the 90-day window. This 
enabled the operators to take timely corrective action to seal the gaps in their internal security processes and 
strengthen their defences as part of the process of hardening of targets. 

Fiji’s 1st female Aviation Security and Facilitation Inspector conducts Screener Certification
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Certification of ICAO AVSEC Instructor
One of the ASFD’s long term goals since its establishment in 2001 was realised in December 2019 when another 
member of the department was certified as an International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) Aviation Security 
Instructor. This brings to two (2) the total number of ICAO Certified Aviation Security (AVSEC) Instructors in Fiji. 
The department also has one (1) certified ICAO Aviation Security Auditor. The attainment of ICAO accreditation 
provides depth in-country and made possible by the Authority and the Board.

Challenges
While the department acknowledges its achievements in 2019, it is also mindful of the different challenges 
it encountered in regard to regulatory compliance, developing and maintaining a strong security culture and 
the absence of technical expertise within to keep abreast of ICAO Annex 9 Facilitation issues. Despite these 
challenges, the department forged ahead eager to make a significant contribution to aviation.

Regulatory Compliance
A lack of regulatory compliance by many operators was one of the identified challenges. Regulatory non-
compliance poses many challenges for security oversight. It undermines the integrity of Fiji’s aviation security 
system, including our ability to comply with our international obligations to ICAO under the Chicago Convention 
and subsequent conventions. Regulatory non-compliance creates gaps in the security system and weakens the 
security chain, thereby creating vulnerabilities that can be exploited to conduct an act of unlawful interference. 

Developing a Security Culture
Developing an effective security culture within the aviation industry remains a constant challenge especially 
when there is an apparent absence in some quarters of management commitment and support, and competing 
priorities for scarce resources. This is understandable given that security is often associated with more costs, 
hence a general reluctance from operators to spend on training of personnel and investment in new security 
technology. However, the cost of ignorance and a security incident can be extremely high and may supersede 
what one would have initially paid for proper staff training.

 

Security training and assessment
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The ASFD Team

Absence of ICAO Annex 9 Technical Knowledge
Another important challenge facing the department is the absence of ICAO Annex 9 technical expertise within 
the department to be able to provide tutelage and guidance for the inspectors and help improve Fiji’s compliance 
with the facilitation standards and recommended practices. The department has sought guidance from 
ICAO’s regional office in Bangkok and has been in discussions with border control agencies like immigration 
and customs to better understand their processes and future plans in relation to subjects like e-passports, 
e-gates, advanced passenger information (API), single window entry, double window entry and the passenger 
name record (PNR). Moving forward the department will consider assigning a specific inspector to handle all 
facilitation issues. Furthermore, the department will endeavour to strengthen its networks and engage directly 
with other facilitation stakeholders like the Ministry of Health to enhance Annex 9 compliance.

Other Aspects of the Department’s Work
Oversight of Aviation Industry
Central to the functions of the Aviation Security and Facilitation Department (ASFD) is the oversight of the 
aviation industry’s implementation of the ICAO Annex 17 Security Standards and Recommended Practices 
(SARPs) and the security provisions of ICAO Annex 9 – Facilitation, through annual audits and inspections. These 
audits and inspections provided the different operators with a ‘health check’ of their respective organisations. 
Similarly, they provided the department with first-hand information on the gaps that exist in the security chain 
that need to be sealed by proper measures.

Aviation Security Service Organisations (ASSO), Domestic and International Airlines, International Airports, 
Regulated Agents, Air Cargo Agents, Ground Handling Service Providers and Catering Service Providers were 
audited; either, as part of CAAF’s certification requirements or its approval process. These audits and inspections 
provided opportunities for meaningful learning and exchange of information between the department and the 
respective operators it oversights. Aviation security stakeholders have shown some degree of maturity in the 
development of their respective security programmes, internal processes, understanding the ICAO requirements 
and trying to implement them consistently. The department is working closely with these operators to improve 
the conduct of quality control activities such as internal audits, inspections and covert tests and improve the 
quality of effective implementation of the SARPs.
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Position Aviation Industry for ICAO USAP-CMA Audit 
Equally important is the fact that the department is positioning aviation security stakeholders in Fiji, through 
its oversight programmes (audits and inspections) for the next ICAO Universal Security Audit Programme – 
Continuous Monitoring Approach (USAP-CMA) which is expected soon. This preparation has taken several 
forms namely through audits, inspections, evaluation of security programmes/expositions, AVSEC training, 
evaluation of the implementation of the Global Aviation Security Plan (GASeP), approval of Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOP) and general discussions on the status of effective implementation of the SARPS.

External Inspections
Two (2) validation inspections for hold baggage screening and air cargo were conducted at Fiji Airways last 
ports of call in Los Angeles and San Francisco as part of the Authority’s process for granting exemptions. 
These validation inspections are conducted by the department’s more experienced inspectors who also 
conduct security inspections from time to time of aircraft catering service providers in foreign ports, including 
aircraft security. Furthermore, the department conducts security surveys of new ports Fiji Airways fly to before 
commencement of these flights as part of its due diligence.

Attendance at Workshops and Conferences
The Civil Aviation Authority of Fiji (CAAF) was represented at the following security workshops and conferences 
by the ASFD:

 1. 16th Steering Committee Meeting of CASP-AP – Thailand;

2. Regional Aviation Security Collaboration Forum – Thailand;

3. 56th Director Generals Conference for Aviation – Nepal;

4. Pacific Aviation Security Forum – Samoa;

5. Risk Management Workshop – Fiji;

6. Risk Context Statement Workshop – Fiji; and

7. Ministry of Defence Workshops – Fiji.

Monthly AVSEC and FAL Meetings
There were robust security discussions at the monthly Nadi and Nausori Airport Security Committee meetings 
which were attended, and sometimes co-chaired by the Controller Aviation Security and Facilitation. Topical 
operational security issues of interest were discussed and important decisions reached for implementation 
and improvement. Multiagency cooperation continues to be the cornerstone and strength of both committees.
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ASFD Work Statistics
The following table shows the breakdown of the ASFD’s work activities for 2019.  

ACTIVITIES  J 

A 

N 

F 
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B 

M 

A 

R 

A 
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Y 

  

J 
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N 
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U 

L 

  

A 

U 

G 

S 

E 

P 

O 

C 
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D 

E 

C 

T 

O 

T 

 
Audits 6 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 5 5 6 1 43 

Audits Follow Up 1 2 1 3 2 2 4 2 2 0 1 3 23 

Inspection 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 7 

Survey 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Screeners Examination and Test 2 2 3 1 2 3 5 1 5 1 0 6 31 

Certificate Issued 7 4 4 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 5 39 

Exemptions issued 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 6 

Programme Evaluated 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 8 

Programme Approved 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 0 8 

Screeners Certificates Issued 19 23 38 42 11 26 65 40 75 0 54 86 479 

AVSEC Instructors Approvals  
Issued 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Quality Control Officers Approvals 
Issued 

3 1 8 0 1 0 1 0 1 3 5 3 26 

Investigations Opened (MOR) 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 5 0 16 

Investigations Closed (MOR) 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 3 0 14 

Service Charter Update 24 3 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 6 49 

Training Attended 0 0 3 0 0 1 2 3 0 3 1 2 15 

Interviews 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 

                          768 
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AVIATION SECURITY AND FACILITATION DEPARTMENT CERTIFICATES ISSUED

2018 TOTAL 2019 TOTAL

LICENSE TYPE Initial Renewal Initial Renewal

Aviation Security Screener Certifi-
cation 65 373 438 129 494 623

Aviation Security Instructor Approval 
Certificate 0 0 0 0 0 0

Aviation Security Quality Control 
Approval Certificate 16 4 20 0 27 27

AVIATION SECURITY AND FACILITATION DEPARTMENT STAKEHOLDERS

STAKEHOLDERS 2019

International Airlines 12

Domestic Airlines 11

Regulated Agents 12

Ground Handling Service Providers                              5

Catering Service Providers 3

Air Cargo Operators 1

Aviation Security Service Organisations 4

International Security Airports 2

Government Domestic Airports 15

Private Domestic Airports 9

Concessionaires 3

TOTAL 77
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Corporate Services Department
The Corporate Services Department (CSD) endeavours to ensure that our products and services are provided in 
an efficient manner, meeting both the regulatory requirements and the needs of our customers.

The Authority’s Quality Management System has been structured to address both internal and external 
processes with various elements combining to ensure quality and regulatory requirements are complied with 
and consistency and uniformity in service delivery is maintained. The Authority maintained its ISO 9001:2015 
certification through successful audits by Bureau Veritas New Zealand. The CSD was actively involved in 
preparations for the ICVM audit done by ICAO; documentation, review of policies and procedures and facilitating 
the provision of resources as required. The successful audit outcome would not have been possible without the 
team work of the staff.

CAAF Quality Policy, Service Charter & Delivery
The Authority is committed to meeting its customer satisfaction through continuous improvement of its 
processes and procedures. The Service Charter documents our commitment to timely and effective service 
delivery to stakeholders. The service delivery standards in this charter are based on time-frames for each 
process e.g. number of days to process a license, certificate or exemption application. The measurement of the 
Authority’s performance against the service charter is carried out at quarterly intervals and results show the 
percentage of targets met for each of the departments, this in turn assists in the identification of improvements 
areas. 

CSD Cashier
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CAAF Service Delivery Standards Performance Measurement for the period January to December 2019: 

Department/Section Number of 
Activities 

Average 
Target 

(%) 

Average Target  
Achievement  

(%) 
Flight Operations 13 90.91 100 

Airworthiness 10 89 100 

Personnel Licensing – Air Safety 5 91 100 

Ground Safety 14 95.71 100 

Personnel Licensing – Ground Safety 6 95 100 

Aviation Security & Facilitation 15 94.21 100 
Personnel Licensing – Aviation Security 

& Facilitation 4 90 100 

Finance/Administration 3 95 99.1 
Standards 2 97.5 100 

Human Resources 5 91 99.7 

Safety Education 1 100 100 

Internal Quality Assurance audit of the CSD
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Customer Satisfaction Survey Results for 2019
The Authority conducts an annual client survey with the objective of obtaining feedback from our customers on 
our services and products. The results assists in the identification of improvements areas in terms of service 
delivery and total turn-around times. This year the client survey was conducted using an online customer survey 
application, Survey Monkey. The overall client satisfaction with the Authority’s service for 2019 is depicted in 
the pie-chart below. 

CAAF Quality Assurance Team
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MANDATORY OCCURRENCE REPORTING (MOR DATA) 2019

The top four reported incident categories for 2019 were Bird 27%, OTHER 22%, SCP-NPP 19%, and ADRM 9%.

ICAO Common Taxonomy Team (CICTT) Occurrence Category Definitions

Take-off, Landing, and Ground Operations 

GROUND HANDLING 

RAMP 

GROUND COLLISION GCOL 

LOSS OF CONTROL - GROUND LOC-G 

RUNWAY EXCURSION RE 

RUNWAY INCURSION – VEHICLE, AIRCRAFT OR PERSON RI-VAP 

RUNWAY INCURSION – ANIMAL RI-A 

UNDERSHOOT/OVERSHOOT USOS 

ABNORMAL RUNWAY CONTACT ARC 

FIRE/SMOKE (POST-IMPACT) F-POST 

EVACUATION EVAC 
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Airborne 

MIDAIR/NEAR MID AIR COLLISION MAC 

CONTROLLED FLIGHT INTO/TOWARD TERRAIN CFIT 

LOSS OF CONTROL - INFLIGHT LOC-I 

FUEL RELATED FUEL 

LOW ALTITUDE OPERATIONS LALT 

ABRUPT MANEUVRE AMAN 

Weather 

WINDSHEAR OR THUNDERSTORM WSTRW 

TURBULENCE ENCOUNTER TURB 

ICING ICE 

Aircraft 

SYSTEM/COMPONENT FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION (POW-
ERPLANT) SCF-PP

SYSTEM/COMPONENT FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION 
(NON-POWERPLANT) SCF-NP

FIRE/SMOKE (NON-IMPACT) F-NI 

Miscellaneous 

SECURITY RELATED SEC

CABIN SAFETY EVENTS CABIN 

OTHER OTHR 

UNKNOWN OR UNDETERMINED UNK 

Non-aircraft-related 

ATM/CNS ATM 

AERODROME ADRM 
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OTHERS CATEGORY - 2018 & 2019

 

AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT DATA (2010 – 2019)

The graph above represents the number of aircraft accidents recorded from 2010 to 2019.

Manpower
The Authority had 64 staff under its employment in 2019; Air Safety department 20 staff, Personnel Licensing 
Department 5 staff, Ground Safety Department 10 staff, Aviation Security & Safety Department 9 staff and 
Corporate Services department 20 staff.

During the year there were eight vacancies as a result of staff resignations, contract expiries and additional 
positions created to assist in the increasing workload during the year.
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Staff Recruitment and Retention
The Authority was challenged with staffing needs especially for some of the key operational positions which 
were scarce skilled and hard to fill. To this end, specialised technical experts were employed on a consultancy 
basis to enable the Authority to meet its safety oversight and regulatory obligations.

Due to the difficulties faced by the Authority in recruiting specialised technical personnel, a cadetship programme 
was introduced for the AVSEC Department in 2019. The programme is designed to provide selected cadets with 
comprehensive training following a structured plan.

A summary of staff movements which indicates staff recruitment and staff turnover for the year:

Performance Management Systems
The Performance Management System (PMS) has been the best practice approach that ties and cascades 
strategic goals with the employee’s personal work goals. In 2019 99% of staff received bonuses as a result of 
the PMS. 
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CAAF HRM Team

CAAF Legal Team

Staff Training & Development
An important aspect of the Authority is ensuring that its staff are well equipped to handle and guide the ever 
evolving aviation industry we oversight and thus a lot of emphasis is put on upskilling of its staff. To this end, 
staff participate in meetings/conferences/workshops/training to keep abreast of the changes taking place.  

Legal
The Authority’s enforcement philosophy recognises that voluntary compliance with the legislation is a better 
method of achieving safety and security than by prosecuting the offenders after the fact.  Thus, preventative 
actions are the preferred method of achieving compliance.  Voluntary compliance assumes that individuals are 
rational, responsible and law abiding in their own right and self-interest.  Whenever these factors are absent or 
fails to motivate an individual to comply with the legislation, enforcement action may become necessary.
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The following table depicts the enforcement actions taken over the past 5 years. In 2019, there were 3 
enforcement matters of which 2 were handled internally with the CAAF Enforcement Compliance Committee 
and 1 proceeded to court for prosecution. Whilst preventative actions are preferred methods of achieving 
compliance, there are still some cases of intentional deviations by a few who continue to disregard the aviation 
laws resulting in the enforcement of punitive actions for deterrence purposes. 

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS/PROSECUTIONS COMMENCED FOR NON-COMPLIANCE WITH AND/OR BREACHES 
OF CIVIL AVIATION REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS

Financial 
Year

Enforcement  
Process activated

Prosecution 
Process 

commenced

Written 
Warnings

Infringement 
Notice        
issued

Suspension 
of Aviation 
Document

2015 2 - - - 2
2016 2 1 1 - -

2017 6 - 2 1 1

2018 2 - - - -

2019 3 1 2 - -

Finance Staff
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LOCAL TRAINING/WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS ATTENDED

No

1 Aeronautical Station Operators Course

2 Training on Investigation of Financial Statement Fraud

3 Boeing 737 Max Differences 

4 National Conference on Information Technology 

5 Certified Information Systems Security Professional 

6 Contract Negotiation & Contractual Terms

7 Fiji Business Excellence Evaluators Training 

8 National Workshop on Disaster Management Plan

9 Certified Manager of Quality & Organisational Excellence 

10 Fiji Human Resource Institute Conference

11 Training of Trainers- Module III

12 Training of Trainers– Module IV 

13 Think Summit Virtualflex Bootcamp Hyperconvergence

OVERSEAS TRAINING/WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS/MEETINGS ATTENDED

No

1 Safety Management Capacity Building Workshop Bangkok

2 Aerial Search & Rescue Asia Pacific (A-SAR-19) Conference Australia

3 Unmanned Aircraft Systems & 3rd Meeting of ICAO Asia Pacific Bangkok

4 ICAO Government Safety Inspector Ethiopia

5 ICAO Asia Pacific Performance Based Navigation Implementation Coordination 
Group meeting

Bali,

Indonesia

6 38TH Annual ALAANZ Conference Australia

7 ICAO Asia Pacific System Wide Information Management Task Force meeting Bangkok

8 APAC Wildlife Hazard Management Working Group Meeting Bangkok

9 ICAO Asia Pacific Search and Rescue Working Group meeting Bangkok
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10 Civil Aviation Legal Advisors Forum SAA

11 ICAO Asia Pacific Aerodrome Operations & Planning Sub Group meeting & Regional 
Seminar on Implementation of the new Global Reporting Format of Runway Sur-
face Conditions

Bangkok

12 ICAO Risk Management Workshop New Zealand

13 Airport PBB Operations Republic of 
Korea

14 Ageing Aircraft & Sustainability  Brisbane

15 DHC 6-400 Simulator Evaluation & Training Course Amphibian Twin Otter Canada

16 ICAO Asia Pacific Air Traffic Management Sub-Group of APANPIRG & Asia Pacific 
Advanced Inter-Regional ATS Route Development Task Force meeting 

Bangkok

17 Airbus EC 145 Helicopter Initial Type Rating Course USA

18 56th DGCA Conference Nepal 

19 ICAO Asia Pacific Communications, Navigation and Surveillance Sub-Group Meet-
ing 

Bangkok

20 Diploma in Airport Engineering Module III Singapore  

21 Airport Pavement Evaluation Republic of 
Korea 

22 ICAO 40th Assembly Meeting Montreal, Canada

23 Security Audit & Quality Control Singapore 

24 ICAO Language Proficiency Requirement & Design Guidelines Bangkok

25 AVSEC Instructors Course Hong Kong 

26 Pacific Aviation Safety Organisation (PASO) AGM (Apr 2019) Niue

27 Pacific Aviation Safety Organisation Council meeting (Dec 2019) Vanuatu

IN-HOUSE TRAINING 

No Training

1 Personnel Licensing System Course facilitated by the Singapore Aviation Academy

2 Workshop on Customer Service

3 Basic Defensive Driving Course facilitated by Land Transport Authority

4 In-house Personnel Licensing Training facilitated by CAAF SPELI

5 OHS Module I & II Training facilitated by FNU
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
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